DIRECTIONS TO THE BUSINESS DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
LOCATED IN THE MAIN TERMINAL (TERMINAL #1)

After parking your car, enter the Airport on the Yellow Level/Baggage Claim in the Main Terminal.

Look for the sign Business Diversity Development Office.

Pass the USO Military Airport Center that is located on the west end of the Airport to your left.

Follow the signs to “Gate A”. Stay to your left, make a left at Concourse “A” and pass “Gate A” checkpoint heading towards the elevator. You will see a sign – Business Diversity Development.

Make a right – into the corridor at the blue sign that reads “Business Diversity Development” which is also located beside the elevator. Take the elevator to the 1st floor, making an immediate left upon your exit off the elevator. Follow the signs that say “Business Diversity Development Office”-walk through the double doors. Make a left at the corner and the “Business Diversity Development Office” entrance is on your left in the corner. Welcome to Business Diversity Development Room #MT-1296.

Any Questions/Inquiries please contact 314.426-8111-Thanks